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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to extend our results obtained

in [8]. We will be dealing with points x=(xx,..., xn), z=(zx,..., zn) of n-

dimensional  Euclidean  space En and will  use the standard notations x+z

= (xx + zx,...,xn + zn),  x-z = xxzx-\-Vxnzn,  (x-x)ll2=\x\,  Xx = (Xxx,...,Xxn)

where A is a real number, dx = dxx ■ ■ dxn, etc. If x^O then x' = ;c/|x| is the pro-

jection of x onto the unit sphere S centered at the origin. For 1 Sp < °o, L" denotes

the class of all functions /with ||/||P = (J£» \fi(x)\p dx)llP<+co.

For 0 < a < 2 and e > 0, we consider the integral

/.(*)=f       [fi(x-z)-f(x)]^z\dz

where Q(z') is homogeneous of degree zero and satisfies

f z'fQiz') dz' = 0

for eachy=l,..., n when l^a<2. IffeV, 1 Sp«x>, and/(x)=(l-r-|A:|2)-a'2/a(x)(1)

for some/a el', we say fie LI and write ||/||p,a = \\fa\\p (see for example [1]).

We showed in [8] that if/e Lp, 1 <p < oo, 0 < a < 2, and D is infinitely differentiable

on S then/£ converges in V to a function/and ||/||p^cp>C[||/||p>a. The same result

was also true when p= 1 provided Osl(2). The purpose of this paper is to obtain

the same conclusions for 1 </z<co under less restrictive hypotheses on Q and to

obtain a weak-type result for p = 1 when Q is not identically 1. It turns out that it is

enough to assume in either case that O is merely integrable on S.

In the final analysis our method is to examine the behavior offs in the case zz = 1

and to apply the results obtained there to the case of any dimension using in part

the "method of rotation" from singular integrals (see [3]). We note here that when

n = 1 the only essential choices of £i(z) satisfying our conditions are Sî(z) = 1 or

ù(z) = sign z when 0 < a < 1 and Q.(z) = 1 when 1 S « < 2. For n ̂  1 we will prove

the following theorems.

Received by the editors February 2, 1968.

F) /and f„ denote the Fourier transforms of/and/œ in the sense of distributions.

(2) The case Q.= 1 was considered earlier by Stein [6].
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Theorem 1. Let feLl, 1^/xoo, 0<a<2, and let ü.(z') be homogeneous of

degree zero and integrable on S, and satisfy

f zp(z') dz' = 0       (y=l,...,«)
Js

when 1 ̂  a < 2. Let

fe(x)=\ [f(x-z)-f(x)]T^ff-adz.
Jlz\>e \Z\

Then if 1 <p<oo,fe(x) converges in V to a function f(x) and

\\fs(x)\\P  S  C\\f\\p,a,

where c is a constant independent of e andf. In particular

11/11, = 4fl,«.
If p = 1 and s>0,

\{x : \fc(x)\ > s}\ g (c/*)|/|liW

with c independent of e andf.

Theorem 2. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1, fe converges pointwise

almost everywhere to a function fifl^p<co. When p = 1

|{x : |/(x)| > s}\ ï (c/s)\\f\\i,a.

Theorem 3. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1,

«/•L = 4ñv.*>     i< p < »,
and

\{x : \f*(x)\ > s}\ è (c/s)\\f\\x,a

wheref*(x) = supe>0 \fs(x)\.

We will first prove Theorem 1 for n S 1. We use Theorem 1 for n = 1 to prove

Theorem 3 for n=l and 1 <p<<x>. We obtain Theorem 3 for n> 1 from the case

n=l and a rotation argument(3). In general, we will consider only the range

1 ̂ a<2 with comments on any changes needed when 0<a< 1.

2. Theorem 1 for/» = 2.

Lemma 1. If a>0 then

(a) \x\" = (l + \x\2yi2dß(x)and

(3) One further comment is in order here. Theorem 1 can be obtained as a corollary of

Theorem 2 of Convolution operators on Banach space valued functions, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei.

U.S.A. 48 (1962), 356-365, of Benedek, Calderón and Panzone. Since, however, the case/>=l

is not treated explicitly there, we have chosen instead the technique of [2], Both methods, of

course, amount to the same thing.
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(b) (l + \x\2)al2 = \x\«dô(x) + dt(x),

where dp, dt) and df are the Fourier transforms of finite measures dp, do and dr.

See [6].

Suppose fieO> (the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact

support), li«<2,Ûe L^E) and

£z;Q(zVz' = 0       (/=l,...,n).

If

/.(*) = f       [fi(x-z)-fi(x)]^ldz
J\i\>e \z\

then

fr(x) = f(x) f       £& [exp [-i(xz)\-1] dz
J\z\>s \z\

= \x\af(x)Be(x)       (x # 0),

where

*.(*) = f £2(z')<fe' f   [exp[-/s(x'.z')]-l]^-

Here

£ |fi(z')| dz' j* |exp [-zs(x'z')]- 1| ^ S 2 £ |0(z')| &' j" ^ < oo,

while if e|jc| < 1 and x^O,

I f Q(z') &' i'    [exp [ - fa(x' • z')] -1 ] -êï I

= I f ii(2') dz' C    [exp [ - is(x' • z')] -14- ii(*V)] tSt
I JE Je\x\ S

scjjn^dz'^s2^

by the mean-value theorem. Since a<2, the last integral is finite. Hence B(x)

= limc^0Be(x) exists for x^O and \Be(x)\SB for x^O. Moreover since BeA(x)

= Be(Xx) for A>0, B(x) is homogeneous of degree zero. Since

fr(x) = (l-r\x\y2(fi*dpr(x)Bs(x),

it follows from Plancherel's formula that

I/.fla = c|/|,.„

and that /s converges in the L2 norm as £ -> 0. That the same is true for any

fe LI follows from the fact that Q> is dense in F2.
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3. Theorem 1 for/?=l.

Lemma 2. If fe LI, l^/»<oo, thenf=Ga*fa where faeLP, ||/||p>e= \\fa\\P, and

G a has the following properties:

(a) Gaï0,   GaeL\E%

(b) Ga(x)¿ca\x\"-nifn>a,

(c) \(ôv/8xv)Ga(x)\ gcaiV|x|a-|v|-" if\v\ >0 andn+l>a.

For a proof, see for example [4].

Lemma 3. Let A 2:0, heL1(En). Given s>0, there is a set D (depending on s)

and a corresponding decomposition h=g + b such that

(a) D is the union of nonoverlapping cubes Ik and |F»| =2fc |/fc| ̂ ¿"^Allx,

(b)geF2nF\    \\g\\iú\\h\\i,    \\g\\lúcs\\h\\x,

(c) ¿» = 0 outside D and f, ¿»(x) dx=0 for all k.

For a proof, see [2, p. 91-94].

If fe L\, write/= Ga *fa,fa e F1. We may assume/a ^ 0 without loss of generality.

Given s>0, form the decomposition fa=ga+ba of Lemma 3 so that/=(Ga * ga)

+ (Ga * ba)=g+b and fe=ge + bs. Since geL2, we have

|{x : \gs(x)\ > s/2}\ Ú (2/s)2\\gs\\22 ï (2/í)2||ga||¡ ^ (c/*)||^„|U â (c/s)\\f\\x,a.

Since \D\ £s~1\\f\\a=s~1\\f\\i,a, it remains only to prove that

\{xxi[JI£:\be(x)\ >s/2}\ Ú (c/s)\\f\\x,a

where /¿f is a cube concentric with Ik whose edge length is a suitably large fixed

multiple of the edge length of Ik. In particular it is enough to show that

(3.1) J(U/.y |Á»| dx Ú c\\ba\\x

with c independent of e. Writing

b(x-z)-b(x) =  \ba(y)[Ga(x-z-y)-Ga(x-y)]dy

and interchanging the order of integration (the iterated integrals converge abso-

lutely for almost all x), we obtain

Ux) = 2 f b¿y) dy f    \.G«{*-y -z) - G«(*-y)] uû-«dz
tc   J'k J|2|>£ lZl

for almost all x. Since j, ba(y) dy=0, this expression is unchanged if we replace

Ga(x-y-z)-Ga(x-y) in the integral above by Ga(x-y—z) — Ga(x—y) —

Ga(x—yk — z) + Ga(x—yk), where yk is the center of Ik. Hence (3.1) will follow if for

\y-y*\<dk

f dx\\       [Ga(x-y-z)-Ga(x-y)
Jlx-yk\>\dk I J|3| >e

Ga(x -yk-z) + Ga(x - yk)] yj^-a dz
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is bounded independently of e, dk being the edge length of Ik. Changing variables,

it is enough to show that for |y\ <d

f dx\(       [Ga(x-y-z)-Ga(x-y)-Ga(x-z) + Ga(x)]^-adz
J\x\>hd I J|z|>£ \z\

is bounded by a constant independent of e. This fact was essentially proved in [9]

under the hypothesis that Q e L\zZ) and n ̂  2. However, since the present form

is slightly different and since (due to the Lemma 2(b)) there is a technical difficulty

for n = 1 and 1 S a < 2, we will give a proof. Write the inner integral as

¡[Ga(x-y-z)-Ga(x-y)-Ga(x-z) + Ga(x)]l-^-aXe(z)
J \z\

dz

= f        +  Í        = AE(x,y) + Bs(x,y),
J\z\<i        J\z\>i

where Xe(z) 's the characteristic function of \z\ >e. Since £2 is orthogonal to poly-

nomials of degree 1, Ae is unchanged if we add

2 zfi^x-y)- 2 *&{x)
¡=l i=i

inside the square brackets of its integrand, where G(J) = dGJdxj. Since |v|<d,

|x| >Xd (X large), and \z\ <d, we have by the mean-value theorem and Lemma

2(c)(a<2^z2+l) that

\A\<       C        f        \z\2^^dz =I^eI   =   |v|n + 2-o Kl     \,\n + a   *"
\X\ J|2|<d 2/|2|

whose integral over |jc| > Xd is bounded.

IQCOI
\Bt\ S  f       \Ga(x-y-z)-Ga(x-y)-Ga(x-z) + Ga(

J\z\>d

=  f +  f = 5! + F2.
Jd<|3| <|x|/2 J|z|>|x|/2

The integrand of Bx is majorized by |i2(z')|/|z|n + " times

\Ga(x-y-z)-Ga(x-z) + 2yiG^(x-z)\ + \Ga(x-y)-Ga(x) + 2yiG<J\x)\

+ 2 \y,\ \G?(x-z)-G«Xx)

Since \z\ < \x\/2 in 54 and \y\ <dS \x\/X,

*í 135*1=5 f (d2 + d\z\)\$ßdz
\x\ Jd<i2i<ui/a lzl

<      cd2      f        \^1 dz+       cd       f lOy^l   dz
=   |„|n + 2-a |_|n + a"z~r   |v|n + 2-a I ,1 n + tt - 1 "-•

1*1 J|z|>d   \z\ \X\ Jd<\z\<\x\l2   \z\
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Here

-d~l-   f \&(z)\   j Q(d2-a\x\-n-2 + a\

\X\ J\z\>d   \z\

whose integral over |x| > Ao* is bounded. Also

r dx    r |Q(z')| dz
" |„ln + 2-a |_|n + o-l UL

J\x\>\d \X\ Jd< |2|<|x|/2   \z\

<d[ 1Q^I   dz [ dx      =cd[       \^dz=0(l)
=  " |_|n + a-l uz |v|n + 2-a Lu U|n+1 u\1)-

J\z\<d \z\ J|x|>2|2|   |*| J\z\>d  \z\

The part

\Ga(x-y)-Ga(x)\ f jS^dz
J|2|>|*|/2    Iz|

of F2 is majorized by (a*/|x|n + 1~a)0(|x| '"), whose integral over |x| > Ao"is bounded.

The remaining part of B2 is

f |Ga(x-j-z)-Ga(x-z)|l^o'z
J\z\>\x\l2 \z\

- f +  f = Bi+B"2.
J|2|>U|/2;|a;-í|>2ií J |z| > |x|/2; |x-2|<2d

Since |x — z\ >2d in B2 and \y\ <d, it follows from the mean-value theorem that

B'2±cd[ ,        U.I^IU.
— ! -v     t n + 1 — a    7 n + a

J|2|>|*|/2: l*-2| >2d   |X — Z\ \Z\

Here |x—z| < |x| + |z| <3|z|. Choosing 0< 8< 1 (then 8<a),

B*  =  cd\ \x     7\n + l-6 T^TTT &
J\z\>\x\12:\x-z\>2d   \X — Z\ \Z\

whose integral over |x| > Ao* is majorized by a constant times

J\z\>Adl2   \z\ J\x-z\>2d ¡X — z\

Write Ga=Ga¡2 * Gal2 and

B"2 ̂  |7fJ dz    Gal2(u)\Ga,2(x-y-z-u)-Gai2(x-z-u)\ du
J\z\ >|x|/2; \x-z\ <2d   \z\ J

r c l c)Í7f\I
=    Gal2(u)du | Ga/2(x - j - z - u) - Gal2(x - z - u) |     |nJ az.

J J|2]> |x|/2; |*-2|<2d IzI

If the exterior integral is extended over \u\ >kd for large fixed k, the resulting

integral is majorized by

|„|n-B/2 |,.|n + l-a/2   |-,|n + a ***•
J\u\>kd\u\ Jl2|>|*|/2;U-2|<2d   l"l |z|
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Here we have used Lemma 2(b) and the fact that a/2 < 1 S n. Integrating with re-

spect to x over \x\ > Xd, we obtain

dn+i( du     r \^)\
" |t.|2n + l-cr \7\n + a  "z 'AU-

J\u\>kd \u\ J\z\ >Xd¡2   \z\

Finally,

Gal2(u)du Gal2(x-z-u)    |nZ+J dz
J\u\<kd J|z|>|*|/2;|x-z|<2il lzl

<-     f du      f r    t ^ |Q(z')| j= c ,  ,„_„,„ G^fx-z-w)^^^.
JlulOcdl"! J|z| >|x|/2;|x-z| <2ei |z|

The integral over |x| > Xd of this is majorized by

f *f Jß(zOI ¿f _dx_
|,,|>i-a/2 Irln + a Iv      r     ,,|n-a/2 ^W-

J|u|<)C(i|"l J\z\>Xd¡2   \z\ J\x-z-u\<(.k + 2)d ¡X     Z — U\

The integral

Gal2(u) du Gal2(x-y-z-u)    |nZJ <fe
J |u| < Zed J|z|>|x|/2;|*-zl <2c! Iz|

can be treated in the same way. This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for p = 1

when 1 áa<2. For 0<a< 1, the changes necessary are indicated in [9],

4. Theorem 1 for 1 </z < co. If Tefi=fie and Jaf=f* Ga then the linear operator

Se = TeJa satisfies

IS/I. = c|/|,

and

|{* : |(SJX*)I > *}¡ = (c/i)|/|i

with c independent of e and /. By the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem (see

[10, Vol. II, p. 11]) it follows that

II/.IIp = c«/IIp.«

for 1 <p S 2, with c independent of e. Since fe converges in V forfe 2 an approxi-

mation argument shows it converges in V for any fe Lp, 1 <pS2. That the same

facts hold for 1 </z<co now follows easily by duality, the dual of Lp being Wla,

l//z+l//z'=l(see[l,p. 39]).

5. Theorem 3 for 1 </z<oo and n=l. In this section we will prove Theorem 3

for l</z<co when zz = l. If 0<a<l, the only essential choices for Í2 are then

us 1 and £2(z) = sign z, while if 1 S a < 2, the only choice is Ü = 1. We will consider

the case l^a<2. Let feLp, l</z<co, l^a<2, and let/denote the limit in LP

of/e. Let </>(x) be an infinitely differentiable function with support in |jc| < 1 which
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is even, nonnegative and satisfies Jffœ <p(x)dx=l. It is easy to check that </>(x)

= lime_0 <p~e(x) is a bounded integrable function. For if x is well outside the support

of <p then </>c(x) is independent of e—say

<p~(x) = <f>(x-z)-r-¿n>
J\Z\>1 \z\l\z\

and so is bounded and integrable for such x. If x is in a bounded set, \$s(x)\ ^ C

by the mean-value theorem, and the same is true for $. In the same way, it is easy

to see <f> is continuous.

For any HeL1, let HE(x) = e~1H(x/e) for e>0. The idea of the proof is to

compare/* </>c to/.

Lemma 4. IffeLl(—cc,<x>), l</»<co, lga<2, then

(f*<Pe)(x) = e-a-1   n     [f(x-z)-f(x)]<p-(z/e)dz.
J   —  CO

We claim first that/* <ps = e~af* (<f>)e. For if/e Si, then by §2,

P(x) = c|x|a/(x)   and   $~(x) = c|x|a^(x)

where c=ca, and the claim follows by taking Fourier transforms. For any feLpa,

we apply ||/||p¿c||/¡|Pia and an approximation argument. Finally, since «^ is

continuous, <^(0) = 0. Hence J" "„ (</>)E(x) dx = 0 and Lemma 4 follows.

For z#0, let K(z)=\z\~a'\ Let Kx(z) = K(z) for |z|>l, Kx(z) = 0 for \z\£l.

Then

/(X) = E-«-1   i"     [f(x-z)-f(x)]Kx(z/e)dz
J — ao

and

(/* <Ps)(x) -/(X) = e - « -»   f "    U(X-Z) -f(X)] A(z/e) dz
J — CO

where A(z) = ^(z)-F1(z). We now observe that

(I) A(z) is bounded,

(II) A(z) is even, and

(III) |A(z)|^c|z|-2-afor \z\Z2.

I and II are clear since corresponding statements for </> and Kx are true. For \z\ S;2,

A(z)= f   <p(z-y)K(y)dy-K(z)=  f   <f>(y)[K(z-y)-K(z)) dy
J — 00 J — CO

í(rt[/f(z-j)-ír(z)]¿y.-f
HvKl

However, for \z\ >2 and |j>| < 1,

\K(z-y)-K(z)\ = 1 |z->'|-1-a-|z|-1-<1| è c\z\
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Returning to Theorem 3 for n = 1, let fe Lp, 1 <p < co, 1 S « < 2, and

\f*(x)\ = sup |/,(*)|.

Since   ||supe(/*^)||pac||/||pac||/||p,a,    ||/*||pác||/||Pi0 will  follow  from  the

corresponding inequality for the supremum over £ of

If* co
[f(x+z)+f(x-z)-2fi(x)] A(z/e) dz

W) 1
- e'a'1 L i/^+z)+/^-z)-2/wi iA(z/£)idz-

By I and III we may assume A is decreasing and nonnegative in (0, co) and

(5.2) (°° ta A(t)dt < +00.

Hence (5.1) is majorized by a constant times

where

(5.3) Fx(t) = r"-1 £ \fi(x + z)+f(x-z)-2f(x)\ dz.

Integrating by parts, (5.1) is majorized by a constant times

.—» A0)f e+1Fx(r) °° -e-j" f^FJOdW).

The last integral is majorized by

-supF^K" P ía + 1íFA£(0 = -supF^í) P f« + li/A(0 = csupFx(0,
t Jo t Jo Í

by (5.2) and the fact that for large /

A(t) S et-"-2 = o^-"-1)       (t^co).

Since then the integrated term above is zero, Theorem 3 for zz=l and l</z<oo,

1 S « < 2 will follow from

Lemma 5. Let feLp(-co, co), l</z<oo, l^a<2, and /er Fx(t) be defined by

(5.3). Then

llsupF^)!   £c||/||Pi8

with c independent off.
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If/=G„*/athen

Fx(t) Ï r-» f   \fa(x-y)\ dy f \Ga(y + z) + Ga(y-z)-2Ga(y)\ dy
J -oo Jo

= i-1 f        +/-«-1 f        = ^(O+F^O-
J\y\<2t J\y\>2t

By the mean-value theorem and Lemma 2 of §3,

Bx(t) ï et"-1 f |/a(x->0| |Í f z2 ¿z
j\y\>2t \y\      Jo

dy
= et2-* f        |/a(x->>)|

J|K|>2(/|Kl>2t l/l

Let Mx(s)=s 1 ¡iyi<s\fa(x—y)\dy so that by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal

operator theorem (see [10]n, p. 306),

llsup Mx(s)\\   ^ cp\\fa\\p.

Then

Bx(t) ¿ et2'- J" s«-3 js [sMx(s)\ ds

= ct2-"\sa-2Mx(s) °° +c [" sa-3Mx(s)ds]
L 2( J2Í J

á c sup Mx(s).

Since Ga = Ga/2* Ga/2,

£ \Ga(y + z) + Ga(y-z)-2Ga(y)\ dz

^    Ga/2(«) a"«     \Gal2(y + z-u) + Gal2(y-z-u)-2Ga,2(y-u)\dz.

If we extend the exterior integration over \u\ >kt (k large) then since \y\ <2t and

\z\ < t, we obtain at most a constant times

t 72

L>wi"rMa'2Joi«i^a,2í/z_0(ía)-

Here we use Lemma 2 of §3 and the fact that a/2 < 1. If instead we extend the ex-

terior integration above over \u\ <kt, we obtain at most a constant times

r du    r        dx
|„|1 -or/2 |r|l-ct/2 WV'   J-

J|u| <kt  \U\ J\x\ <ct |*|'1*1

Hence

Ax(t) g er1 f        \fa(x-y)\ dy.
J\y\ <2t

In particular, supt Fx(t)^c sups Af^fs) and Lemma 5 follows.
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6. Theorem 3 for 1 <p<oo and «^2. In this section we will use Theorem 3

for 1 <p<cq and zz=l to obtain Theorem 3 for 1 </z<oo and zz^2. The method

is by the "method of rotation" and is modeled after that given in [3] for singular

integrals. There is, however, one difference for hypersingular integrals. For

singular integrals, one considers first the case of odd kernels and then reduces the

case of even kernels to that of odd kernels. For hypersingular integrals and

1 S « < 2, say, we consider first the case of even kernels and then reduce the case

of odd kernels to the study of singular integrals with odd kernels, rather than to

hypersingular integrals with even kernels.

Lemma 6. Let f e Lpa(En), 1 </z<oo. Let z' be any fixed unit vector in En and let

co denote a vector in the n— 1 dimensional subspace of En orthogonal to z'. Writing

x=tz' + 0), f(tz' -i-oj) belongs to Lp(—co, co) as a function of t for almost all co, and

if ||/(fz'-r-io)||PiB is its Lpa norm with respect to t, then

^\f(tí+«m.*atf* ±c„\

For a proof, see [7, p. 1044].

Now suppose that feLp(En), l</z<co, l^a<2, zz^2. Suppose Cl(z') eL^zZ)

and is even. Then

/.(*)« f       [fi(x-z)-f(x)]^ldz
J|z|>£ \z\

= \ f       [f(x+z)+f(x-z)-2f(x)] £Eä dz.
J|Z|>6 |Z|

Changing to polar coordinates z = pz', p= \z\, we obtain

/£(x) = i£ü(z')/£(*,z')¿z',

fÁx,z')=  f        [f(x-pz')-f(x)]

where
dp

loi >« \P\

Hence

sup |/,(x)| S \ \ |£2(z')| sup |/,(jc, z')| dz',
e Js e

and Theorem 3 will follow from Minkowski's inequality if the Lp norm with respect

to x of sup£ \fs(x, z')\ is majorized by a constant times ||/||p,a uniformly in z'.

Writing x = tz' +co as in Lemma 6,

fs(tz' + co, Z') =   [ [f((t-p)z' + ÜJ)-f(tz' + co)] Jb.
J\p\>e \P\

By Theorem3for/z=l,supe \fe(tz' + co, z')\ has LP norm with respect to t majorized

by a constant times the Lp norm of f(tz' + co) with respect to t. Taking LP norms

with respect to w and applying Lemma 6, the result follows.
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Writing Í2 as the sum of its even and odd parts, we will obtain Theorem 3 for

1 <p < oo if we now prove it in the case that O is odd(4). Hence let 1 g a < 2, n ̂  2,

and F(z) = Q(z')|z|~n"a for z#0, where Q is odd, orthogonal to polynomials of

degree 1 on X and integrable on E. Let (p(t), t^O, be infinitely differentiable,

<p(t)=0 in (0,1) and xj>(t)= 1 in (f, oo), and define

(6.1) K2(x)= f \       K(z)<p(\z\)dz.
jEn  \X — Z\

K2(x) converges absolutely for almost all x and is locally integrable. In fact, F2

is the Riesz fractional integral of the function K(z)</>(\z\) e L1(En).

Now consider

(6.2)

*ii*)= \„w-w^K(z)dz
Je   \x — z\

-?"if {xJ2\n-aK(z)dz.
*-*o J|2|>(S \x — z\

We claim this integral converges for almost all x and is integrable over a^ |x|

^ b for every 0 < a < b < oo. For

Í¿><|z|<(a/2) l* —z|

. r r    i_i     s   a    i
I-v-__|n-a      I-v-ln-a "■ i pv    |vln-fl

Ja<i2|<(a/2) LI*    z| |X| c/^ty |^c|
iT(z) dz

since F is odd and orthogonal to polynomials of degree 1. However, \z\<a/2

implies |x|>2|z| for a^|x|^Z>. By the mean-value theorem, the integral on the

right is majorized by a constant times

-n-2+a  I

J|2|< a/2
WtW.*I    I       zn+a

which is bounded in Ixl Sa.

f 1-^5 \K(z)\ dz=\ +[
J|z|>a/2   I*- z\ Ja\2<\z\<2b        J\z\>2b

The second integral on the right is bounded since \x-z\>b. In the first integral

|x| <b implies |x —z| <3F Integrating over aá |x| ^b and changing the order of

integration we obtain at most

r    if(z)| dz r    j-^-a < +00.
J|2|>0/2 J\x-Z\<3b   \X      Z\

Lemma 7. Let Q. be an odd function satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Let

(4) If 0<o< 1, the method just given for even Q also works for odd Ü, using the one-

dimensional kernel sign z.
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Kx and K2 be defined by (6.1) and (6.2). Then Kx and K2 are odd, Kx is homogeneous

of degree —n,

\K2ix)\ S Gix')   in \x\ S 1,       GeVÇZ),

and

\Kx(x)-K2(x)\ S c\x\-n-2 + a   in \x\ ^ 1.

It is clear that Kx and K2 are odd and that Kx is positively homogeneous of

degree -n. If |x|^l,

\K¿x)-K¿x)\ = \[^x_\r.K(.z-yK\A)^-}\x_\f-.K(z)dz

if
J|z|<|z|<3/4

1_1       , y-    g        1

\x-z\n-"    \x\n-a        ' dx}\x\n-a
\K(z)\\<f>(\z\)-l\dz

S c\x\-n-2+tt f |z|2|Ä-(z)| dz = 0(\x\-n-2+a)
J|z|<3/4

in |jc| èl.

Now let \x\SL lfiS\x\Sl,

\K2(x)\ S \Kiix)\ + \K2ix)-Kiix)\

- ]Kl{x)\+ | Jijc-zI»- KWMW)- V dz

= Ukttl + J] î^-vOzI^-Ez^^) | |^)| *,

where \if) is the characteristic function of (0, 1). Choose 8>0 so that a+S<2.

Then for iá|jc|ál,

:-z\"-a   ^'^(l*!»-   ^ dx, \x\—a)
S c\z\a+i\x-z\

This follows by considering for example the cases |z|>l, |z|<l/16 (where \x\

>2\z\), and l/16<|z|<l. Hence for %S \x\ S 1,

\K2(x)\ S A[|*|"|*i(s)l + |jc|"—« J|Jjy_e |lt(x)| dz]

since n — a—8>0 («ä2). The right side here is homogeneous of degree zero. If

|x|ái, then since <¿(|z|) = 0 for |z|<¿, K2 is bounded in |x|^|. Hence |AT2| is

majorized in \x\ S1 by a function homogeneous of degree zero. It remains to show

this function is integrable on \x\ = l. Since Kx is locally integrable away from the

origin, consider

\x\n-tt-6jr^^-a\K(z)\dz,
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and split the integral into the sum of three, extended over \z\ < 1/16, 1/16 ̂  \z\ á2,

and \z\ >2. If $¿ [x| ^ 1, the first is majorized by a constant times

f \z\" + <\K(z)\ dz
J\Z\<1I16

< -t-co,

and so is bounded. By Young's theorem, the second is integrable over ^¿ |x| ^ 1

since F is integrable in 1/16^ |z| ^2. The third is less than a constant times

f |Q(z)|
|,|n + (n-a-d) ui

J|2|<2 |Z|

in | á | x | ^ 1, and so is bounded there since n — a—8 > 0. By homogeneity, the lemma

follows.

If g is a bounded function with compact support then by the well-known Sobolev

lemma (see [5]),

/(*)= f|Yf?.-«<fe = (*«g)(*)

belongs to IP for 1 <p<(n/a). For such/

/£(x)= f        ¿:(*-z)/i(z)dz
J|X-2|>£

since F is odd. Write

/,(*) = Jfíx-z^^^/íz) Oz-J^       £ F(x-z)^(^i)/(z) dz.

Here

Jf(x-z)¿(^)/(z)oz = J^-.^^l^lá^J^jL-^] dz

Interchanging the order of integration here is justified since the inner integral with

K replaced by \K\ was shown earlier to be locally integrable. Since g is bounded

and has compact support, the last integral converges absolutely. Hence

/.(*) = e"n j*s(z)F2(^) dz-j    ^      F(x-z)<¿(^)/(z) dz

= e- f &)kJ^) dz + e-« f g(z)Ki^\ dz
((.  1) J\X-Z\<S \      e      I J|X-2|>£ \      £      /

-f K(x-z)<p(^)f(z)dz.
Jeli<ix-z\<e \    e    I
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If g e L1 n C0, where C0 is the class of continuous functions tending to zero at

infinity, take continuous functions with compact support gn -> g in L1 r\ C0.

Then gn-*g in all LP and fn = Ragn converge in some LP to /. Since geL1 n C0,

i?ag is defined, and since gn -> g in F1, J?agn -*■ Rag in L,1«,. Hence /= Rag almost

everywhere. Using the properties of Kx and K2 established in Lemma 7, it follows

that (6.3) is valid for/= Rag, geL1 nC0. Now let/= Ga *fia where faeL1 r\ C0.

By Lemma l,f=Rag where g=fa=fa * dpeL1 n C0, and (6.3) is true for such/

if we replace g by fia. For any feLPa,f=Ga *fa. Take/an) eL1 n C0 converging to

/« in F". Then/(n) = Ga */¿n) converges to/in L" and/a(n) converges to/« in L".

We obtain

/.(*) = *"n f Uz)KÁ—\ dz+e-« f /a(z)^(^ &

-f AJ[l-iWl£-!l)/6r)*
;«/4six-2i-

= /e1(x)+/2W+/£3(x)-/|(x),

for feLp,f=Ga *fa,fa=fa * dp.

Now Ie=5\x-z\>efa(z)Kx(x — z)dz since ^ is homogeneous of degree —zz.

Since A^ is odd, it follows from the theory of singular integrals (see [3, p. 289])

that for 1 </z<oo

|sup|F2(x)| Il   S Cp||/«||p S cp\\f\\p¡a.
Il  e Up

To estimate the remaining integrals, we recall the following lemma from [3,

p. 291].

Lemma 8. Let N(x) be nonnegative, homogeneous of degree zero, and integrable

on E, and let </-(i), t^O, be decreasing, */>(\x\) eV-(En). If

fi*(x) = sup .- f   \f(z)\N(x-z)J^^) dz
e>0 Je" \      £      /

then

¡|/*||p S c\\f\\p,        l<p<co,

with c independent off.

Since \x — z\ <e in I1, we have by Lemma 7 that

r*(*)| s .- f        l/^)|ö(if4i) &.
J|x-z|<e M-*-Z|/

Hence

iisupi/Kx)! il á c||/jp s c\\
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Since |x-z|>£ in If,

\H(x)\ í ce-« f \fa(z)\ |(JC-Z>-1|—a+8<fe.
J\x-z\>e

Since n+2-a>«,

|sup|/63(x)| ¡I   g cfl/ll,..
Il     E IIP

as before.

Finally,

/l(x)=í K(z)<f>ß)f(x-z)dz

= [fa(x-y)dy f K(z)<p(^)Ga(y-z)dz
J Jc/4<|2|<£ \  E   I

=  f + f = At + Bt.
J|Vl<2e       J|y|>2£

Be is unchanged if we replace Ga(y-z) by Ga(y—z) — Ga(y) + ¿ZzjG<j}(y). Since

|j»|>2e>2|z|,

IFJ ^ c f       I/fa-,)!, .»     f     iz|.Jf?ÍÚl<feUort*     >7I   I v|n + 2-a Kl      Uln + a  "¿
J|!/I>2e IJI J|s| <e \z\

*-f        l/«(*-j)l r-áW-a-
J\y\>2e \y\

Introducing the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator for fa and arguing as for

the term Bx(t) of Lemma 5, we obtain

Now

|SUP|F£| Il     è C||/Jp = Cll/L,,
Il  e || j>

\A.\ Ú c f |/a(x-v)| dy f |F(j-z)|Ga(z)a*z.
J|«|<2e Jeli<\y-z\<e/|ï|<2e Jeli<\y-z\.

In the inner integral, |z|;i]}>|-|-|j-z|<3£. Interchanging the order of integration,

ULI  ú Ce

^ ce'a

where

— f Ga(z)oz f        \fa(x-z-y)\ \il(y')\dy
J|2|<3e J|î/I<e

f        Ga(z)M(x-z)dz
J|2|<3e

/|»l

Since n ̂  2 > a,

Mía) = sup .- f       \fa(u-y)\ |Q(y')| dy.
e J|!/l<£

\A„\   ^ Ce * f        |z|-n+aM(x-z)az
J|2|<36

= ce"" f        (|z|e-1)-n+aM(x-z)a'z.
J|2|<3fi
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Therefore,

llsupAfl   S c\\M\\p g c||/Jp = c||/||p.8
Il     E IIP

by applying Lemma 5 twice. This completes the proof of Theorem 3 for 1 </»<oo.

7. Theorem 3 for p=l, «^ 1. By a standard method, the conclusions of

Theorem 3 imply those of Theorem 2. It remains therefore only to prove Theorem

3 when p = 1.

Let/eF¿, 1 ̂ a<2, and let Í2 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3. If

f*(x) = sup |/e(x)|,
e

we must show that

(7.1) |{x :/*(x) > s}\ è (c/s)\\f\\i,a.

We form the decomposition/=g+A as in §3. Then/* ^g*+b* and it is enough to

prove (7.1) for g and b. Since g eL2 and ||g||i,aá j||/||i,«. it is enough to prove (7.1)

for b*, or what amounts to the same thing to show

¡{^b*(x)dx±clba\\i.

In the notation of §3, it is then enough to show that

/sup \Ae(x, y)\ + sup |F£(x, y)\\ dx
J\x\>hd \ « « /

is bounded for | y \ <d. We refer the reader to the proof given in §3.
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